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1.Product Introduction

This gorgeous collection of 12 color watercolor has bright, highly colored colors that blend easily. Mixing colors
creates an infinite palette. Contents include :1 paint brush with 12 colors: White, pink, red, turquoise, blue, brown,
orange, ochre, yellow, lime green, green, black. Great for kids: Kids love receiving these little collections of
drawings as prizes and party gifts. This is because each of our paint cans has more paint and therefore longer
lasting extra fun. Just use water, dip a paintbrush, and start painting.

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

Product name: 12 Color Watercolor Color: 12colors

Capacity: 3ml Usage: Art painting

Age: Over 36months Single size: 28mm*4.5mm

Material: Non-toxic Color Paint OEM/ODM: acceptable

Shape: round Place of Origin: Zhejiang,China

Service Guarantee : Your satisfaction is our top priority, please rest assured to purchase our watercolor Tin for
kids.No matter what you're doing, no matter where you are, when you're on the road and want to pull out some
watercolors, the size of your travel collection is important. You may need a set that fits your pocket or bag
exactly. Also, your portable watercolors should be light because you don't want to be weighed down by extra
luggage.

3.Product Feature And Application

1.Transparency. Watercolor pigments have low powder content, fine grinding and strong transparency, which is a
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prominent feature of watercolor pigments.
2.spirit dynamic. Watercolor use of mediums is water, water flow, infiltration, mutual permeability and other
characteristics, decided that watercolor has a strong spirit of movement and flexibility of techniques. These
properties of water also provide great space and possibilities for creativity.
3.Lightness. Watercolor paintings generally do not use or rarely use white powder, water consumption is large, the
brush movement is light and flexible, coupled with water leveling, give a person with light and lively feeling.
4. Sense of brightness. The transparency of watercolor pigments and the use of a lot of water, together with the
usual use of white watercolor paper, make watercolor paintings give a very bright feeling.


